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held to be sufficiently safeguarded by being sold in a dark
bottle and labelled 11 poison." Consequently the sale is
under practically no restriction and chemists constantly
hand over the counter laudanum "on draught enough to
poison a family, as the event occasionally proves. More than
this, the very drugs which are classed under Schedule A
when made up in recognised proprietary mixtures are
similarly saleable, though divested of all the cautious require- I
ments connected with a registered purchase by persons
known to the seller and for a known purpose. The case of

chlorodyne has been often quoted. This compound contains
besides its agreeable aromatics approximately half a grain of
morphia, or the equivalent of six grains of opium, in each
drachm. It is, therefore, a stronger preparation of opium
than ordinary laudanum and it enjoys the same freedom of
sale with this important difference : that the containing
bottle shows no distinctive signs besides an ostentatious

revenue stamp which to the casual eye appears to confer
the guarantee which it disclaims, and a quite unpretentious
poison label writ small at the very bottom. Yet this

poisonous and agreeable stuff is freely sold to all and

sundry without a check from medical supervision and is used,
no doubt, as freely by those who purchase it. Dr. F. C. Coley,
writing in the Medical Temperance Review, recently issued a
warning against the evil associated with this unwarranted
laxity in dealing with a dangerous drug. In his objections
to this practice as most injurious in relation to some states of
disease and as conducive to the morphia habit we entirely
concur. His experience in such cases is by no means
unique. That afforded by successive coroners’ inquests could
furnish even more conclusive proofs to the same effect.
Half measures in such a case are valueless. We can see but
one available remedy-namely, that the preparations of

opium should be treated as forms of a dangerous poison and
their sale governed by the reasonable restrictions provided
under Schedule A of the Act without regard for proprietary
objections. What we have said of opium we might say of
more than one other poison which finds a place in the

quack repository. For the present we are content to mention
the drug which is, on the whole, the chief offender, in the
hope that an example may be made of it.

HARMLESS BUT OBJECTIONABLE MICROSCOPIC
ORGANISMS IN WATER-SUPPLIES.

IT is well known that in large reservoirs of still, clear
water an active vegetable growth sooner or later takes place
which imparts an oily and fishy odour as well as taste

to the water. Chief amongst the organisms which are con-
cerned in this undesirable result is the asterionella

which belongs to the diatomaceas. The name is derived
from the fact that normally the cells which resemble
in shape the humerus are united by their extremities
into star-shaped clusters. The clusters, indeed, resemble
the circular watch-keys that used to be made con-

taining keys of different gauge. A very interesting
contribution on the history and habits of this singular
organism has recently reached us from Mr. George C.

Whipple, biologist and director in the laboratory depart-
ment of water-supply, Brooklyn, New York, and Mr.
D. D. Jackson, chemist, of the same department. It is

shown that the rapidity of growth of asterionella

depends upon the amount of sunlight, and accordingly the
organisms are found to be most abundant near the surface.
The authors advance the theory of spore formation as

accounting for the seasonal prevalence of the organism
which is usually directly after periods of stagnation. The
observations were made on the water supplied to Brooklyn.
At times the number of organisms has reached 50,000 per
cubic centimetre, but by employing a by-pass to avoid (we
take it) stagnation this number has been very materially

decreased. The odour appears to be due to minute oil globules
from two to 10 in number in each cell and the intensity
of the odour depends upon the number of organisms present.
From an analysis made of the organism, the cell of which is
composed of pure silica to the extent of 50 per cent. of
the whole organism, the investigators have calculated the
amounts of the various mineral constituents that a water
must contain in order to support a growth of 10,000 asterio-
nella per cubic centimetre, this number being sufficient to.
give a distinct odour to water. The average weight of one
asterionella cell has been calculated as 0-00000000036 gramme.
It is suggested that the constituents which are present in.
water and which nourish asterionella might be limited. It
would appear more feasible to store drinking supplies in the
dark, but this could not be done without considerable diffi-
culty. Imagine the large London reeervoirs covered in.

Frequent cleaning of the reservoirs would probably alleviate-
the trouble. If organic matter is not permitted to collect,
and decompose on the bottom of the reservoir and if the
organisms are not permitted to sporulate in this mass there
is good reason to believe that such heavy growths of

asterionella as have been recently observed in Brooklyn will
not occur again. This plan would be much more practicable
than shutting out the sunshine from the reservoir or of con-
trolling the food elements of the organism in the water-

namely, silica, manganese, iron, and nitrates. Another

point which occurs to us is that in the absence of sunshine
there is the possibility of pathogenic organisms retaining
their vitality or even of multiplying.

THE CHELSEA PHYSIC GARDEN.

THE history of "physic gardens" in England begins iu
the year 1567 when John Gerard, a surgeon of London, first
cultivated a garden for the botanical study of plants; he
was followed by the Earl of Danby who endowed a garden
at Oxford in 1652; while the most famous example-that
of the Apothecaries’ "garden" at Chelsea-was founded
in 1673. This interesting, ancient, and historic institution
has recently been discussed in the public Press with a view
to the necessary steps being taken to rescue it from the
risk of falling into the hands of the builder, as well as
to draft some permanent and satisfactory scheme by which
it might continue effectually to promote the scientific
and educational purposes for which it was originally
intended. Sir Hans Sloane, whose liberal munificence

bequeathed a lastingly valuable legacy to the citizens of

London, both in connexion with this garden and with our
" national treasure house," the British Museum, in the year
1722 granted to the Company of Apothecaries the land for
this garden, subject to this important proviso that "the said
garden may at all times hereafter be continued as a Physick
Garden and for the better encouraging and enabling the said
Society to support the charge thereof for the manifestation
of the power, wisdom, and glory of God in the works of the
creation, and their apprentices and others may better distin-
guish good and useful plants from those that bear resemblance
to them and yet are hurtful, and other the like good purposes."
The expenses entailed on the Society of Apothecaries in

maintaining the garden in an efficient state have undoubtedly
been heavy, this financial burden having induced them on
more than one occasion to endeavour to obtain some relief
from, or possible dissolution of, their trusteeship ; thus wa
find that in 1893 they made application to the Charity
Commissioners but with no definite result until 1897
when a Treasury committee, consisting of Sir Henry
Longley, Sir W. T. Thiselton.Dyer, and Mr. Spring Rice,
made an exhaustive investigation of the whole subject,
directing their attention specially to the practical utility
of the garden for the purposes of its original founda-
tion&mdash;i.e., the scientific and educational study of


